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Public participation

� What is public participation ? (public involvement)

� a process by which an organization consults with interested or affected
individuals, organizations, and government entities before making a decision.

� a two-way communication and collaborative problem solving with the goal of
achieving better and more acceptable decisions.

� Public participation helps create a climate of trust and builds bridges between
the State and its citizens, fosters lively democracy and decisions that are citizen-
oriented and need-based: the decision-making process itself is more transparent
and its results are backed by the population; implementation becomes easier and
greater accountability can be achieved.



Public participation



Protocol on W&H and public participation

� The Protocol puts great emphasis on access to information and public participation, 
recognizing public involvement as a vital prerequisite for successful implementation of its 
provisions.

� Access to information and public participation in decision-making concerning water and 
health are needed: enhancing the quality and the implementation of the decisions, building 
public awareness of issues, giving the public the opportunity to express its concerns and 
enabling public authorities to take due account of such concerns” (art. 5 (i) of the Protocol).

� The Protocol underlines that, as a counterpart to their rights and entitlements, natural and 
legal persons and institutions, whether of the public sector or the private sector — thus 
including NGOs and the public — should contribute to the protection of the water 
environment and the conservation of water resources (art. 5 (m)).



Protocol on W&H and public participation

� Setting of targets and target dates and their regular revision. Parties: “shall 
make appropriate practical and/or other provisions for pp, within a transparent and 
fair framework, and shall ensure that due account is taken of the outcome of the pp” 
(art. 6, para. 2); shall also establish national or local arrangements for coordination 
between their competent authorities in order to set targets (art. 6, para.5 (a)).

� Publishing the results of evaluations on progress made (art. 7) and making other 
information needed for the implementation of the Protocol available to the public 
(art. 8, para. 1 (a) (iii), and art. 10). Art. 10 foresees that Parties “shall take steps … 
to make available to the public such information as is held by public authorities and is 
reasonably needed to inform public discussion of: (a) the establishment of targets 
and of target dates … and the development of water-management plans …; (b) the 
establishment, improvement or maintenance of surveillance and early-warning 
systems and contingency plans …; (c) the promotion of public awareness, education, 
training, research, development and information”.



Work accomplished under the Programme of 
Work 2007 – 2010

� Programme Area I: Implementation • 1.4. – Public awareness, 
education, training, research and development and information

� Lead Party: Romania

� Objective: provide assistance to Parties in implementing art. 9 and 
10

� Workshop on information and public participation in water and 
health related issues, Bucharest, 15 – 16 June 2010,

� Jointly organized by the Ministry of Environment and Forests and the Ministry of Health of Romania and UNECE, 
in cooperation with WHO-EURO, WECF

� Co-funded by the German Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety and the 
German Environment Agency

� Global Water Partnership Romania

� 60 participants from more than 20 countries

� Governmental authorities, non-governmental organizations, academia, media and international organizations



Work accomplished under the Programme of 
Work 2007 – 2010

Workshop on information and public participation in water and health 
related issues

� Overall aim: enhancing capacity of public authorities and non-governmental actors to 
cooperate for the implementation of the Protocol.

� Review obligations and opportunities under the Protocol related to access to 
information and public participation

� Exchange practical experience and lessons-learned

� Overview existing tools and mechanism for promoting access to information and 
public participation

� Discuss means and ways for raising awareness – linkage between human health, 
water management and other relevant sectors (e.g. agriculture, rural and urban 
development)

� Discuss future needs/possible actions under the Protocol



Work accomplished under the Programme of 
Work 2007 – 2010

Results of the workshop

� Case studies and practical examples for public participation

� Basis for the development of the Concept note on access to information and 
public participation under the Protocol on Water and Health

� Input for activities in the next programme of work



Concept note on access to information and 
public participation under the Protocol 

submitted by Women in Europe for a Common Future, in cooperation 
with the Ministry of Environment and Forests of Romania

� provides explanations on legal obligations with regard to public participation and 
access to information under the Protocol and other international frameworks.

� aims to facilitate the process of public participation in the implementation of the 
Protocol. 

� highlights common challenges and needs with regard to public participation and 
access to information, and offers practical examples and recommendations on the 
way forward.



Concept note on access to information and 
public participation under the Protocol

� Identification and organization of stakeholders

The most relevant sectors, public and non-State actors are:

� Sectors:  Health, Agriculture, Forestry, Environment, Finances, Water supply, 
Wastewater management, Education, Tourism, Food production

� Public institutions: Ministries, Regional authorities, Environmental agencies, 
Laboratories, Local administration

� Non-State actors: NGOs, Schools, Universities, Sector-related business, Religious 
leaders, Business, Media, Consumers

- Involvement of  stakeholders: it is most efficient to make use of existing networks
(Groups of stakeholders that have been established for other processes, such as for the 
implementation of the EU WFD, or the process of IWRM).

- If no network is in place yet, all stakeholders have to be identified, which is more 
challenging. 



Concept note on access to information and 
public participation under the Protocol

Relevant Tools of Access to Information and Public Participation

� Referendumus

� Public hearings/inquiries

� Public opinion surveys

� Citizens’ juries

� Focus groups

� Stakeholder bodies (e.g., expert panels);

� River basin steering committee meetings;

� Interviews;

� Group model building;

� Workshops;

� Expert panels

� Media

� List serves and e-mails etc.



Structural scheme of public participation



Concept note on access to information and 
public participation under the Protocol

� Design of the process

The process of public participation will only deliver the desired results if its modalities are 
tailored to fit its purpose. 

Real, meaningful participation means that communication should not be adversarial; it 
should rather be deliberative, in a collaborative atmosphere. 

Common constraints include time, funding and complex logistics; however, they can be 
overcome by good planning and a timely start to the process.

Websites (as a tool within pp process) are a first point of providing and receiving 
information for those who have access to the Internet; used to request information 
and/or to send in comments about specific projects or planned activities and policies.

Other tools like public hearings, personal exchange of experiences and consultation with 
stakeholders, involvement of committees or providing information via the media like 
television, local newspaper or announcements.



Concept note on access to information and 
public participation under the Protocol

“Current experience with the implementation of the Protocol has revealed that 
further work is needed on the national level to improve cooperation between 
governmental authorities, but also between different sectors of civil society to 
improve access to information and public participation (arts. 5, 6, 7, 8 
and 10 of the Protocol) and awareness raising, education, training 
and research (art. 9 of the Protocol).

All obligations of the Protocol related to access to information and public 
participation should be fulfilled to improve the implementation of the Protocol’s 
provisions on the ground.

The lack of resources, in terms of capacity, finances, time and democratic will, 
has to be overcome in order to guarantee real public participation”.



Activities under the Programme of 2011 –
2013

� Area 7 “ Public awareness, access to information and public participation”

� Leading: Romania in cooperation with Women in Europe for a Common Future 
and the Task Force on public Participation under Aarhus Convention

� Developing mechanism/manual/recommendations for involving public in 
consultation and decision-making process, in cooperation with Aarhus 
Convention

� Sessions on public participation during subregional workshop with the aim to 
exchange experience and strengthen the implementation of Protocol at national 
level



Activities under the Programme
of 2011 – 2013

� Joint event under the auspices of the meetings of the Parties to the 
Protocol and the Task Force on Public Participation in Decision-making 
of the Aarhus Convention 6 -8 June 2012, Geneva

� Key role in the development of two important products being prepared 
under each instruments

� The new guidelines/manual for involving the public in consultations and decision-
making processes being prepared under the Protocol

� New recommendations currently being prepared under the Aarhus Convention on 
public participation regarding environmental matters.

� First meeting of the Drafting Group on the guidelines/manual ; 
discussions and agreement on the outline of the guidelines/manual, 
content and main messages and distribution of work.



Public participation process on setting targets 
in Romania

� Need to build on the existing network/structure

� River Basin Committees

� Stakeholder bodies (e.g., expert panels)

� Consultation process

� Lessons learned from other public participation process - time and money consuming 
process, so it has to be planed carefully and in the early stage; on different levels –
local level is most important; best use of the people’s time, make the procedures 
clear in order to avoid misunderstanding and mistrust; - NGOs seen as part of the 
solution

� Publications on website of the ministries

� Financial resources analysed



Time is running !
2nd reporting to 3rd MOP in 2013 



Water & Health

in rural areas of Romania

“Integrated pollution control of 
nutrients” Project

Conf. univ. dr. Mihaela Vasilescu
Ecological University of Bucharest
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Project

� Component 3. Strategy for public information

� Public information campaign at local level, river
basin level regional and national levels

� Promotion of hygine in NVZ, implementation of 
good agricultural practices (fertilization with 
composte, agricultural land conservation, rotation
of cultures)

� Seminars at national and regional level, field and 
study visits

� TV, radio, jurnals, activities involving school
children

� Budget - 2,59 mil. EUR.
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Project

� 34 counties

� 86 localities

� Main theme - Nutrients 

pollution effects on 

� Human health

� Plants

� Surface waters

� Well water NITRATE VULNERABLE ZONES
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Project

� Prevention of nutrients’

pollution

� Code of good 

agricultural practices

� Prevention of well water 

pollution

� Management of manure 

and domestic waste

http://www.inpcp-campanie.ro/
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Information materials
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Information materials
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Information materials
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Thank you for your attention


